Linear logic programs are challenging to implement efficiently because facts are asserted and retracted frequently. Implementation is made more difficult with the introduction of useful features such as rule priorities, which are used to specify the order of rule inference, and comprehensions or aggregates, which are mechanisms that make data iteration and gathering more intuitive. In this paper, we describe a compilation scheme for transforming linear logic programs enhanced with those features into efficient C++ code. Our experimental results show that compiled logic programs are less than one order of magnitude slower than hand-written C programs and much faster than interpreted languages such as Python.
Introduction
Linear Meld (LM) is a linear logic programming language aimed for the parallel implementation of graph-based algorithms [2] . LM is a high-level declarative language that offers a concise and expressive framework to define graph based algorithms that are provably correct. LM has been applied to a wide range of problems and machine learning algorithms, including: belief propagation [6] , belief propagation with residual splash [6], PageRank, graph coloring, N-Queens, shortest path, diameter estimation, map reduce, quick-sort, neural network training, minimax, and many others.
Like Datalog, LM is a forward-chaining logic programming language since computation is driven by a set of inference rules that are used to update a database of logical facts. In Datalog, programs are monotonic and therefore the database grows in size as more facts are inferred from the logical rules. In LM, logical facts are linear and thus can be retracted when a rule is inferred. The use of linear facts greatly increases the power of the language but also increases the complexity of the implementation since database facts are retracted often.
In previous work [3], we have described the implementation of the LM virtual machine, including its data structures and how programs are parallelized. In this paper, we describe our compilation strategy and how we have refitted the runtime system to allow stand-alone compilation of programs by transforming logical rules into C++ code.
Our goal was to reduce the overhead of executing interpreted byte code and better understand the effectiveness and limitations of the compilation scheme. We present an algorithm that compiles logical rules, including comprehensions and aggregates, into efficient iterator-based C++ code. The compiler supports rule priorities, allowing the programmer to order rules based on their priority of inference. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first available compilation strategy for a linear logic language that supports these 3 features combined. The contributions of this paper are then three-fold: (1) a novel algorithm to compile prioritized linear logic rules with aggregates and comprehensions; (2) the interplay between the database layout and compiled code; and (3) comparison and analysis of our compilation with hand-written C programs and interpreted code. Experimental results show that our compiled programs are only 1 to 5 times slower than hand-written C programs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly introduce the LM language. Next, we present an overview of the runtime support available to compiled rules and we discuss our contributions which include the algorithm for compiling rules into efficient iterator-based C++ code, and related work. We then present experimental results comparing our compiled programs with the old implementation and with hand-written C programs. The paper finishes with some conclusions.
Linear Meld
LM is a forward-chaining linear logic programming language that allows logical facts to be asserted and retracted in a structured fashion. A LM program can be seen as a graph of nodes, where each node contains a database of facts. The program is written as a set of inference rules that apply over the facts of a node.
LM rules have the form a(X), b(Y) -o c(X, Y) and can be read as follows: if fact a(X) and fact b(Y) exist in the database then fact c(X, Y) is added to the database. The expression a(X), b(Y) is called the body of the rule and c(X, Y) is called the head of the rule. A fact is a predicate, e.g., a, b or c, and its associated tuple of values, e.g., the concrete values of X and Y. Since LM uses linear logic as its foundation, we distinguish between linear and persistent facts. Linear facts are consumed (deleted) during the process of deriving a rule, while persistent facts are not. Program execution starts by adding the initial facts (called the axioms) to the database. Next, rules are recursively applied and the database is updated by adding new facts or deleting facts used during rule derivation. When no more rules are applicable, the program terminates. Rules have a defined priority (their position in the source file) and highest priority rules are fired first. If a new fact is derived and there is a set of applicable rules to be fired, the higher priority rule is selected before the others.
To make these ideas concrete, Fig. 1 presents a simple example for the single source shortest path (SSSP) program. The program computes the shortest distance from node @1 to all other nodes in the graph. The SSSP program starts
